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Abstract—Industrial vehicles equipped with CAN bus devices
transmit large volumes of IoT signals. The analysis of CAN bus
data can be helpful to monitor the current vehicles’ workload,
namely the vehicle duty levels, in an automated fashion. Despite
the use of machine learning techniques to automatically detect
vehicle duty levels is particularly appealing, existing approaches
are challenged by the high cost of human data annotation and
by the high heterogeneity of the analyzed vehicles types and
models. In this paper, we present a self-supervised approach to
automatically detect vehicles’ duty levels based on contrastive
learning. The multivariate CAN Bus signals are first divided
into fixed-sized segments and then embedded into a vector
space shared by all vehicles of the same model by leveraging a
constrastive approach with a mixup augmentation strategy. The
key idea is to embed similar segments in close proximity by self-
learning a model-specific clustering, which allows automatic duty
level assignment with minimal human supervision. We validate
the proposed approach in a real industrial use case, analyzing
CAN Bus data acquired from test heavy-duty vehicles. Data were
provided by a multinational Internet-of-Things company spe-
cialized in telematics solution. The experiments show clustering
performance superior to state-of-the-art models and as well as
an higher ability to differentiate between Moving and Working
duty levels.

Index Terms—Mining IoT Data, Contrastive Learning, Time
Series

I. INTRODUCTION

Managing large fleets of industrial vehicles requires ad-
vanced solutions for vehicle usage monitoring. To trace ve-
hicles’ activities, vehicle manufacturers install CAN bus data
loggers on-board and connect them to the vehicles’ OBD-II
port [1]. These devices transmit signals, commonly denoted
by Suspect Parameter Numbers (SPNs), such as engine speed,
fuel level, and coolant temperature. IoT data transmission,
storage, and analytics services are commonly supported by
highly specialized telematics providers. Among the offered
services, providers would like to also support end-users in
monitoring vehicles’ workload.

Detecting the current vehicles’ workload from CAN Bus
data is a known research task in the context of industrial vehi-
cle management [2]. Vehicle’s workloads arfe conventionally
classified into discrete categories, namely the duty levels. They
indicate whether a vehicle is off, idle (key on but not moving),
moving, working, or overloaded (i.e., working hard). These
categories are not standardized and thus can slightly change

from one industrial context to another. Furthermore, the tem-
poral sequences of observed duty levels are rather variable
across different vehicle types and models. For example, refuse
compactors are expected to be moving a relatively long time,
whereas they are working for just short periods. Conversely,
excavators likely show opposite trends.

The use of clustering techniques to profile vehicle usage
patterns is established. For example, the work presented in [3]
addresses multivariate clustering of CAN bus SPNs by using
Gaussian Mixture Models. The main purpose is to optimize
the maintenance activities of on-road vehicles. In [4], [5] the
authors explore the use of both feature-based [6], [7] and
shape-based clustering [8] approaches. However, all existing
solutions require a prior knowledge of the characteristics of
the input time series and of the features that most likely dis-
criminate between different duty levels. Annotating CAN bus
data with appropriate domain knowledge can be particularly
expensive for domain experts. The increasing complexity of
the current industrial scenario, where a large number of diverse
vehicles need to profiled, calls for new, adaptive solutions to
automatically detect vehicle duty patterns.

This paper presents a constrastive learning approach to
automatically detect vehicle duty levels. It leverages a mixup
augmentation strategy [9] combined with a Temporal Neigh-
borhood Coding contrastive learning [10] to embed similar
segments of the multivariate CAN Bus SPNs in close prox-
imity by exploiting the invariances in the analyzed data. The
key advantage is the use of self-supervised approach which
does not require any prior knowledge about the data for
clustering SPN segments. Based on a preliminary clustering in
the embedding space, the automatic detection of vehicle’s duty
levels can be automated with a more limited (and hopefully
affordable) human supervision.

We empirically verify the applicability of the proposed
solution in real industrial case study. Specifically, we analyze
SPNs of test heavy-duty vehicles provided by a multinational
telematics company. The results show clustering performance
superior to that of state-of-the-art approaches and an better
precision/recall trade-off for the Moving and Working duty
levels’ assignments.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the industrial scenario. Section III

introduces fundamentals of contrastive learning. Section IV
describes the proposed methodology. Section V reports the
main experimental results, whereas Section VI draws conclu-
sions and discusses future works.

II. THE INDUSTRIAL SCENARIO

Tierra Spa is a multinational Internet-of-Things company
designing and providing telematics services to major industrial
manufacturers in various sectors, among which agriculture,
automotive, and construction. Industrial vehicles are monitored
using onboard devices able to detect the geographical position
and read data from the Controller Area Network (CAN bus).
The devices are equipped with a SIM card and send vehicle
data, via cellular network, to the cloud infrastructure and the
web platforms for remote monitoring.

The Tierra devices are connected to the vehicle’s OBD-
II [1], gather messages required from the users and transmit
the aggregated Suspect Parameter Numbers (SPNs, in short)
measurements at different granularity levels, ranging from sec-
onds to minutes. In this work, we will consider SPNs sampled
every 30 seconds. The CAN messages are decoded using the
SAE J1939 standards1, the network communications protocol
defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) for
real-time applications on heavy-duty and commercial vehicles.
Currently, Tierra devices are spread over 170 countries. In the
last three years, the number of monitored vehicles monitored
by Tierra has quadrupled, reaching about 100K units. Tierra’s
infrastructure handles over 1 billion messages per month
and processes them to give users real-time access through
web platforms. The number of vehicles connected by Tierra
devices is steadily on the rise, while customers are increasingly
seeking for a broader range of data with enhanced performance
of the telematic system.

The Big Data scenario in which telematics providers like
Tierra Spa nowadays operate open to relevant challenges in
both the management and analysis of CAN BUS data. First,
efficient storage and retrieval of IoT data requires highly
reliable and scalable infrastructures. Secondly, the develop-
ment of smarter technologies for IoT networks further im-
proves the connectivity and the volumes of exchanged vehicle
data. Thirdly, the recent progress of Artificial Intelligence
algorithms has offered more efficient and effective solutions
to support decision makers. In this work, we present an
application of Artificial Intelligence tailored to vehicle usage
monitoring and, in particular, to duty level detection.

III. CONTRASTIVE LEARNING FROM MULTIVARIATE TIME
SERIES

a) Data modeling: We model the CAN Bus signals
transmitted by a vehicle v as multivariate time series Xv

= [x(1)v , x(2)v , . . . , x(n)
v ]. Each sample x(t)v =[x(t)

v1 , x
(t)
v2 , ..., x

(t)
vm]

1https://www.sae.org/ latest access: August 2023

(1 ≤ t ≤ n) is m-dimensional (x(t)v ∈ Rm) as it is described by
a combination of m univariate (potentially correlated) SPNs.

For the sake of simplicity, hereafter we will assume that
consecutive measurements x

(t)
j and x

(t+1)
j are acquired at

a fixed time step even if real transmissions can be partly
incomplete or asynchronous.

We divide the series of v’s SPNs into q fixed-size, con-
secutive segments Sv=[s(1)v , s(2)v , . . . , s(q)v ], where s(i)v are the
corresponding samples.

Each sample is labeled with dl indicating the corresponding
vehicle duty category. In the industrial scenario we are con-
sidering, we can assume that within a short-lasting segments
(of 30s each) the duty level of a vehicle is unlikely to change
(i.e., we assign one duty level per segment).

b) Representation Learning: We leverage a self-
supervised pretraining step for clustering and classifying time
series segments. The idea behind it is to use neural networks to
learn a feature function mapping F : Rmq → Rmd that maps
the samples of a multivariate segment series to a d-dimensional
latent space. The generated representation is instrumental for
addressing segment clustering directly in the latent space and
then classification as a downstream task [11].

c) Contrastive Learning: Contrastive Learning (CL) is
a particular subclass of Representation Learning, where two
samples representing the same pattern should lie close together
in the latent space whereas samples corresponding to different
patterns should be pushed away from each other [12].

In this work, we separately analyze the SPN series acquired
from vehicles of different models. We build model-specific
representations where similar SPN segments are in close
proximity whereas dissimilar ones are kept relatively faraway.
Our assumption is that the underlying trends and the data
invariances are likely to be preserved within the set of time
series acquired from the same model.

We apply a time series augmentation process to generate
new, modified versions of an original samples and then couple
pairs of augmented samples from the same origin in a self-
supervised fashion (i.e., the positive pairs). The positive pairs
are well separated from negative ones, which randomly couple
(likely uncorrelated) samples. To this end, the encoder of a
contrastive learning architecture is trained by passing different
augmentations of the vehicle segments through the encoder
and a projection head, before applying a contrastive loss.

As augmentation strategy we generate convex combinations
of arbitrary pairs of segments si and sj by adopting the mixup
strategy proposed in [9]: ŝ = λsi+(1−λsj), where λ ∈ [0,1]
is a mixing parameter determining the contribution of each
segment, such that λ ∼ Beta(α, α) and α ∈ [0, ∞).

To train the neural network we use the Temporal Neighbor
Coding constrastive architecture [10], in which we integrate
the the mixup augmentation strategy described above.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We envisage an automated approach to detect the duty levels
of industrial vehicle. It entails the following steps:



• SPN preparation and annotation: The input CAN bus
data is first processed to make it suitable for the next
analytics steps. Preparation encompasses time series syn-
chronization, cleaning, correlation analysis, selection of
representative vehicles per model, and segment annota-
tion for the SPNs of the representative vehicle only.

• Contrastive pretraining: The preprocessed SPNs acquired
from vehicles of the same model are encoded using a self-
supervised mixup contrastive learning approach. Clusters
in the latent space group similar SPN segments together.

• Cluster labeling: The available duty levels annotations
are propagated by leveraging intra-cluster segment simi-
larities.

• Duty level classification: On the top of the labeled seg-
ments, we train model-specific classifier to predict the
duty levels of unseen SPN segments.

More details on each separate step are given below.

A. SPN preparation and annotation

a) Preprocessing: CAN Bus data is tailored to the data
model described in Section III. All SPNs’ series are aligned
and synchronized. Since SPN measurements can be missing
or noisy we apply a semi-automatic cleaning step to avoid
data inconsistencies. For example, when a key off event is
detected, the values corresponding to the SPN Engine Speed
are set to zero. The SPNs whose values are constant or missing
for more than half of the vehicles are early pruned. We
also perform a preliminary correlation analysis, based on the
Pearson correlation index [13], to remove repeated or highly
similar SPNs. Based on the experts’ indications, the SPNs that
are most relevant to the industrial use case under analysis are
enumerated below.

• SPN code: 100 (Engine Oil Pressure)
• SPN code: 190 (Engine Speed)
• SPN code: 180 (Engine fuel Rate)
• SPN code: Proprietary (custom code for the Engine

Percent Load)
• SPN: Proprietary (custom code for the Engine Intake

Manifold 1 Pressure)
b) Identification of vehicle representatives: Due to the

high heterogeneity of the input SPNs, we propose to tailor
the process of automatic duty level detection to each vehicle
model. For this reason, we first analyze the SPN distributions
over all the multivariate series relative to each model and select
one representative vehicle per model.

Separately for each SPN, we rank the corresponding mea-
surements and identify the value range comprising both the
second and third quartiles (see the example reported in Fig-
ure 1). Then, given all the considered SPNs we shortlist the
vehicle whose SPN measurements maximize the coverage of
the selected ranges (or, alternatively, the vehicle whose SPN
values are closest to that ranges).

c) Annotation of representative vehicles’ SPNs: We ask
domain experts to annotate the duty levels associated with
the historical SPN segments acquired from the representative
vehicles. Focusing on a representative vehicle per model limits

Fig. 1: Selection of per-model representative vehicle

the human effort and prevents the identification of irrelevant
or misleading vehicle usage patterns.

As an example, Table I reports the rules recommended by
the domain expert for two representative vehicles (A and B).
Notice that the rules depend on the actual vehicle model and
usage characteristics.

Defining ad hoc rules separately for each vehicle can be
extremely expensive. For this reason, as discussed below, we
leverage a self-supervised clustering strategy to find segments
(of the same or other vechicles) with the same duty level.

B. Contrastive pretraining

Separately for each model we build a contrastive representa-
tion of the SPN segments according to the constrastive strategy
described in Section III. Notice that the encoding phase is self-
supervised, i.e., it does not require any human supervision.

C. Cluster labeling

Each cluster is labeled according to the duty levels assigned
by the domain expert to the representative vehicles. The
purpose is to propagate the information about the duty level
associated with all the segments within the cluster. Hence, we
assume that a cluster has at most one associated duty level. If
this is not the case, we assign the most representative one by
majority voting.

Fig. 2: Toy example of cluster labeling

Let us consider the toy example in Figure 2. It shows a
2-dimensional representation of the latent space generated on
top of the SPN segments of an arbitrary vehicle model. Given
the duty levels that were manually assigned by the domain
experts to the SPN segments of the representative vehicle
(respectively denoted by M=Moving, W=Working, I=Idle), we
can automatically label, by majority voting, all the segments in



Test Vehicle Type Duty level Rule

A Excavator

Inactive if the vehicle is characterized by engine speed equal to 0 rpm
Idle if its engine speed is between 0 and 1136 rpm, whereas the engine coolant temperature is higher than 63°C.
Moving if the engine speed is greater than 1136 rpm, while the engine intake manifold 1 pressure is lower than 37.6 bar.
Digging if the engine speed is higher than 1136 rpm

B Tandem Roller

Inactive if the engine speed is equal to 0 rpm.
Idle if the engine speed is between 0 and 902.5 rpm
Moving if the engine speed is is between 902.5 and 1772 rpm and the engine percent load is lower than 48%
Working if the engine speed is higher than 1772 rpm and the engine percent load is lower than 55.6%
High workload if the engine percent load is higher than 55.6%

TABLE I: Duty levels generated by domain experts for two representative vehicles (A and B)

the clusters. Here we assume that the data invariances captured
in the latent space are reflected by the duty levels. Therefore,
intra-cluster segment similarities are used to propagate the
human annotations.

Whether a cluster does not contain any humanly labeled
segment, it will be no longer considered for this automatic
labeling stage.

D. Duty level classification

On top of the labeled segments we train a classifier Cm

that automatically predicts the duty level of a new, unlabeled
segments belonging to any vehicle of that particular model.
Classifier training is performed separately for every model m
present in the training data.

Given an arbitrary segment s of the multivariate series of
vehicle vm of model m, we define the following model-
specific predictive function Cm : Sm → DL maximizing
P(dl(s)| s,DL,T), where T is the training set consisting of
annotated segments and DL is the set of duty levels in T.

V. RESULTS

A. Dataset

To simulate the application of the proposed approach in
a real industrial scenario, Tierra Spa has provided an anyn-
omized proprietary dataset consisting of Blend+ SPNs from
6 test vehicles equipped with AM53 CAN Buses. From each
vehicle the dataset stores 19 SPNs among which engine speed,
percent load, fuel rate, and coolant temperature, for a 3-
month period. SPN measurements are aggregated over 30s
time windows. The SPN segments are annotated by domain
experts will be used as a ground truth. The full SPN list is
given in Table II.

B. Metrics

a) Clustering: We analyze clustering performance in
terms of Silhouette coefficient [13]. It measures how similar a
sample is both to its own cluster (cohesion) and compared to
other clusters (separation). The silhouette value vary from -1 to
+1. Low or negative values are a clue of low-quality clustering,
where high values (close to +1) indicate high cohesion and
separation.

b) Classification: We evaluate classification performance
in terms of precision and recall of the target duty level
categories. They respectively indicate the proportion of SPN
segments assigned to a given duty level that have been
correctly predicted and the proportion of segments of a given
duty level that have been detected.

Since the classification problem is inherently imbalanced in
the training phase we apply undersampling of the majority
class (Idle).

C. Algorithms

We compare the performance of the proposed approach,
based on combination of mixup augmentation and TNC con-
trastive learning, with that of

• two established clustering algorithms previously adopted
in [5] to detect duty levels from heavy-duty vehicle,
i.e., the classical partitive K-Means algorithm [14], K-
Medoids [6], and the established density-based DBScan
algorithm [7].

• Mixing Up, a recently proposed contrastive framework
based on mixup normalized temperature-scaled cross
entropy loss [15].

For the classification task we consider as baseline methods
the implementations of LSTM and GRU networks available in
the PyTorch library [16].

D. Hardware

We run the experiments based on classical data science
and machine learning models using an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
8250U machine equipped with 16 GB of RAM and running
Windows 10 64-bit. For training the Deep Learning models
we also used a machine equipped with an NVIDIA® V100
GPU with 32 GB of VRAM.

E. Hyperparameters settings

For all clustering algorithms we varied the number of
desired clusters between 2 and 10. For the Mixing Up and
TNC approaches we performed a grid search by varying the
encoding size, the number of epochs, the batch size, the
learning rate, the decay, and the α parameter for the MixUp
augmentation step.



SPN description SPN number

Actual Engine - Percent Torque 513
Aftertreatment Diesel Exhaust Fluid Tank Level Proprietary Code

Aftertreatment Diesel Exhaust Fluid Tank Temperature Proprietary Code
Aftertreatment Diesel Oxidation Catalyst Intake Gas Temperature Proprietary Code

Battery Potential - Power Input Proprietary Code
Battery voltage Proprietary Code

Engine Coolant Level Proprietary Code
Engine Coolant Temperature 110

Engine Fuel Rate 180
Engine Fuel Temperature Proprietary Code

Engine Hours 241
Engine hours (c1) Proprietary Code
Engine Oil Level 98

Engine Oil Pressure 100
Engine Oil Temperature 175

Engine Percent Load Proprietary Code
Engine Speed 190

Intake Manifold 1 Pressure Proprietary Code
Intake Manifold 1 Temperature 105

TABLE II: Dataset SPNs.

F. Clustering results

Table III reports the results achieved on the test dataset
for three representative cluster sizes K (3, 5, and 7). For
all algorithm clustering performance are optimal for K=5.
Notice that this number corresponds to the number of duty
levels indicated by the domain experts during the annotation
of the representative vehicles’ SPNs. Contrastive approaches
outperform the traditional clustering methods for most of the
tested configurations. Combining MixUp augmentation with
TNC constrastive loss yields the best performance, especially
when K > 2.

Algorithm K=3 K=5 K=7

K-Means [14] 0.394 0.466 0.461
K-Medoids [6] 0.401 0.475 0.461

DBScan [7] 0.418 0.451 0.448

Mixing Up [10] 0.491 0.646 0.598
TNC+MixUp (our) 0.502 0.695 0.637

TABLE III: Clustering results by varying the number k of
desired clusters. For each k value the best score is written in
boldface.

G. Classification results

Table IV compares the duty levels assignments made by
our approach, the Mixing Up contrastive strategy, and by K-
Means clustering combining a LSTM/GRU network. For each
duty level we report the number of assigned SPN segments
based on the predictions made separately for each method as
well as the number of expected ones. We are interested in
minimizing the gap (absolute difference) between the actual
and predicted numbers of assignments per duty level.

All the tested approaches achieve high-quality results on
Off due to the inherent simplicity of detecting the underlying
SPN patterns. Conversely, Idle and Moving turn out to be the
most challenging duty levels to detect. Most predictors tend
to overestimate Moving duties (low precision) at the expense

of Idle ones (low recall). Our approach, which performs best
on 4 duty levels out of 5, achieves the best precision-recall
trade-off for the most challenging duty levels.

H. Qualitative SPN series analysis

Figure 3 shows the sample distributions over clusters for 4
representative SPNs. The result has been achieved using the
proposed approach with a number of cluster equal to 5. When
the Engine Speed (SPN 190) is set to 0, the Off duty level is
easy to detect (see Cluster 4). Conversely, the Moving (Cluster
1) and Working (Cluster 3) duty levels are not well separated
according to the Engine Speed, Oil Pressure, and Percent
Load. This likely causes the classification errors observed in
the quantitative results (see Section V-G).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper explored the use of contrastive learning to
automatically detect duty levels of industrial vehicles. A self-
supervised constrastive pretraining stage allows us to capture
the similarities among SPN segments of vehicles of the same
model without requiring a large set of human annotations. We
then propose to empirically identify a representative vehicle
per model, provide experts with a limited subset of SPNs to
analyze, and then propagate the humanly generated annotation
within each cluster. The preliminary results achieved on the
SPNs acquired from the test vehicles confirm the applicability
of the proposed strategy in a real industrial scenario.

As a future work, we plan to design a pipeline to incremen-
tally update vehicle usage patterns. Furthermore, we also aim
at integrating contextual information about vehicles provided
by geospatial databases and GPS devices.
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Duty Level Ground Truth K-Means+LSTM K-Means+GRU Mixing Up TNC+MixUp (our)

OFF 297 305 (+8) 301 (+4) 299 (+2) 298 (+1)
IDLE 13146 9710 (-3436) 9952 (-3194) 11809 (-1337) 11008 (-2138)

MOVING 8232 12524 (+4292) 12842 (+4610) 4231 (-4001) 11791 (+3559)
WORKING 5636 9230 (+3594) 9235 (+3599) 10114 (+4508) 4424 (-1212)

OVERLOADED 3705 3450 (-255) 3390 (-315) 4563 (+1858) 3495 (-210)

TABLE IV: Classification results. Number of SPN segments assigned to each duty level. The gap between the numbers of the
actual and expected assignments (i.e., the Ground Truth) is reported in brackets. The best performance (i.e., the result with
minimal absolute gap) is written in boldface.

Intake Manifold Pressure Engine Oil Pressure

Engine Speed Engine Percent Load.

Fig. 3: SPN samples distribution over clusters (TNC+MixUp, K=5).
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